DOUBLE THE COFFEE DOUBLE THE PLEASURE
The Vitro X5 provides a consistent, high quality espresso coffee menu which satisfies the most demanding
consumer tastes whilst increasing your menu selections without any effort. Either you provide a Light/ Dark
Roast, Upmarket Coffee Blend or Decaf; Double Bean means to double your machine coffee offering - a boost to
coffee personalization.
The Vitro X5 single cup brewing machine is made of quality noble materials (Stainless and Glass) which provides a
contemporary premium looking design that will fit in any environment. Additionally, the machine is easy and quick to
maintain, leaving you to focus on what’s more important - your business!

VITRO X5 ESPRESSO DOUBLE BEAN
It is a premium looking machine which provides peace of mind, delivering into medium-high demand locations an
uplift in coffee quality and customization.
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MULTIPLY YOUR CUSTOMER CHOICES
Designed with two Whole Coffee Bean hoppers and two grinders, it provides the capacity to adjust the grind
point to each selected bean - obtaining the best flavor and coffee notes in every brew, one after the other.
The machine can be equipped with the variable espresso brewer AZK V30, that extracts the maximum taste and aroma with
a perfect creaminess from any blend of roasted coffee.
The variable AZKV30 brewer adjust can be pre-programmed to dispense different amounts to allow the intensity of the
coffee to be adapted to the consumer’s taste. The self-regulating state of the art technology provides the highest quality of
coffee in every cup.

PAY BY CARD OR CASHLESS
We live in a rapidly evolving world and payment trends are changing.
The MDB protocol allows the Vitro X5 to adapt to the latest payment methods with various accessories that
make payment easy.
For a self-contained operation, the Vitro X5 allows you to integrate a cashless system.
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IN CUP QUALITY, SPECIALITY AND VARIETY
The Vitro X5 Double Bean is a high capacity coffee machine which suits perfectly, locations that serve more
than 250 coffees per day.
Offers you the peace of mind on delivering an exceptional coffee service and provides your customer the tools to cater for
the diverse needs and tastes of medium-high demand Offices, Convenience Stores, Gas Stations, and Hotels thanks to an
extraordinary range of true Espresso Coffee solutions.

COUNTLESS ACCESSORIES AND OPTIONS FOR YOUR BUSINESS
Offering a unique coffee experience has never been easier. We have developed a complete range of accessories to adapt
Vitro X5 to any business model. The Vitro X5 accessories provide a distinctive service and help you improve your profitability.
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